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Abstract  

Developing advanced membranes with high separation performance and robust mechanical 

properties is critical to the current water crisis. Herein, we report a general and scalable 

fabrication of nanoparticles (NPs)@reduced graphene oxide (rGO) membranes with significantly 

expanded nanochannels meanwhile ordered laminar structures using in situ synthesized NPs@rGO 

nanosheets as building blocks. Size- and density-controllable NPs were uniformly grown on the 

regularly stacked rGO nanosheets through coordination, followed by filtration-deposition on inner 

surface of porous ceramic tubes. The NPs bonded rGO building blocks enabled the as-prepared 

membranes 1-2 orders of magnitudes higher water permeance than the counterparts while keeping 

excellent rejections for various organic matters and ions. Moreover, the industrially preferred GO-

based tubular membrane exhibited an extraordinary structural stability under high-pressure and 

cross-flow process of water purification, which is considered as a notable step toward realizing 

scalable GO-based membranes.  

Topical areas: Separations: Materials, Devices and Processes 

Keywords: graphene oxide, nanoparticles, membrane, nanofiltration, ceramic support 
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Introduction 

Two-dimensional (2D) materials with atomic thickness and micrometer lateral dimensions 

have been explored increasingly as a fundamental platform to develop a new family of separation 

membranes.
1-6

 Till now, the fabrication of 2D-material membranes based on zeolites and MOFs 

nanosheets is extremely challenging because of the difficulties in controlling homogeneous 

morphology and maintaining structural integrity.
7-9

 As one of the most important derivatives of 

graphene, graphene oxide (GO) is an emerging 2D building block for membranes featuring distinct 

laminar structure and tunable physicochemical properties.
10-12 

In the past decade, GO-based 

membranes have shown exciting separation properties for molecules of water
13-15

, gases
16-20

 and 

ions
21,22

. Particularly, unprecedented fast and selective water transport within GO laminates has 

been intensively demonstrated both in theoretical and experimental approach. However, the 

practical application of GO membranes for water purification is limited by the poor structural 

stability, low permeability and/or difficulty in scalable fabrication.  

Pristine GO membranes exhibit poor structural stability in water due to undesirable 

redispersion of GO nanosheets decorated by oxygen-containing groups.
13-15,23,24

 To stabilize the 

membrane structure, chemical crosslinking approach can be used, however, water permeance would 

be sharply decreased.
25-28

 Alternatively, reduction of GO was employed to remove the oxygen-

containing groups, thereby creating stronger π–π attraction between adjacent nanosheets in reduced 

GO (rGO) membrane.
24

 Unfortunately, the significantly narrowed interlayer spacing between rGO 

nanosheets results in much lower permeance, as well.
29

 Therefore, great efforts have been made to 

enlarge the GO interlayer channels, usually by carefully intercalating nanomaterials such as carbon 

dots and carbon nanotubes.
30-36 

Although water permeance is enhanced accordingly, uncontrollable 

and uneven intercalation inevitably disturbs the pre-stacked GO nanosheets, thereby remaining 

insufficient to afford high efficiency (selectivity). Besides, most GO-based membranes were 

filtrated on a small-area-disk substrate that impedes the scalable fabrication. Also, these membranes 
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were often tested only under low-pressure dead-end filtration in lab-scale, which is far from the 

requirement of practical application.
37,38

 

Our previous work
39

 demonstrated that an ultrathin water-capturing polymer coating on the 

surface of GO laminates is able to fully utilize the pristine channels provided by GO inter-layer 

spacing, leading to a much faster while selective water transport. It would be fundamentally and 

practically interesting to find out whether there is a way of maximally expanding the pristine 

channels of GO laminates to further boost the water permeance meanwhile without sacrificing the 

size-discrimination selectivity of GO-based membranes. Herein, we proposed a general and scalable 

approach involving synthesis of nanoparticles (NPs)@2D materials as building blocks for stacking 

a laminar separation layer on inner surface of ceramic tube (Figure 1). In the pre-designed 

solvothermal system, NPs were uniformly in situ grown on the plane of GO nanosheet, thereby 

effectively enlarging the nanochannels to maximize the permeance meanwhile withstanding 

disordered laminar structure to preserve the selectivity of GO-based membrane. Simultaneously, 

GO is partially reduced as rGO that offers enhanced structural stability in water. Furthermore, the 

incorporated rigid NPs along with the formed NPs-rGO bonding is able to provide the resulting 

industrially preferred GO-based tubular membrane sufficient stability for surviving the high 

pressure and cross-flow operations for real-world application. 

 

Figure 1. Illustration of a) In situ synthesis of NPs@rGO nanosheets, b) the assembled laminar 

structure of NPs@rGO membrane, and c) cross-flow nanofiltration of the membrane deposited on 

inner surface of ceramic tube.  

Experimental 

Materials 

Graphene oxide powder (Diameter: 1-5 µm, Thickness: 0.8-1.2 nm, Single layer ratio: >99%, 

Purity: >99%) was manufactured by Nanjing JCNANO Tech Co., Ltd., China via modified 
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Hummer’s method. Terephthalic acid (H2BDC) was provided by Sigma-Aldrich. Zirconium 

chloride (ZrCl4) was received from Alfa Aesar. Ferric chloride (FeCl3•6H2O), sodium citrate 

(Na3Cit), ethylene glycol (EG), sodium acetate (NaAc), ethanol, N,N-Dimethylformamide (DMF), 

tetraethyl orthotitanate (TEOT), nitric acid (HNO3), methanol, rhodamine B (RhB, C28H31ClN2O3, 

MW: 479.02 g/mol), ), methyl orange (MO, C14H14N3NaO3S, MW: 327.33 g/mol), methylene blue 

(MB, C16H18ClN3S·3H2O, MW: 373.90 g/mol), cupric sulfate (CuSO4), cadmium sulfate (CdSO4), 

manganese sulfate (MnSO4), cobalt sulfate (CoSO4), bisphenol A (BPA, C15H16O2, MW: 228.29 

g/mol) and all the other reagents were purchased from Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Co., Ltd., 

China. All chemicals were of analytical grade and deionized water was used throughout. The 

ceramic supports were supplied by the Membrane Science &Technology Research Center (MST) of 

Nanjing Tech University. They are tubular asymmetric ZrO2/Al2O3 membranes with the average 

pore size of about 0.2 µm. The inner/outer diameters and length of the supports are 8/12 mm and 70 

mm, respectively. 

In situ Synthesis of Fe3O4@rGO Nanosheets 

NPs@rGO nanosheets were in situ synthesized by facile solvothermal methods.
40

 The 

preparation of Fe3O4@rGO nanosheets was described as an example. In a typical synthesis process, 

50 mg graphene oxide (GO) powder was dispersed in 40 mL ethylene glycol (EG) with 

ultrasonication for 20 min to obtain a clear brown solution. Then, 0.1 g ferric chloride hexahydrate 

(FeCl3•6H2O) and 0.02 g sodium citrate (Na3Cit) were dissolved in the solution of GO, and the 

mixed solution was stirred constantly for 1 h. Afterwards, 1.8 g sodium acetate (NaAc) was added 

under continuous stirring until it became homogeneous. The mixture was transferred into a 50 mL 

Teflon-lined autoclave, which was sealed and maintained at 200 ºC for 16 h, and then was cooled to 

room temperature naturally. The black precipitated products were washed with ethanol and 

deionized water several times by centrifugation, and then dried at 60 ºC in a vacuum oven overnight. 

It has been reported that
40

 EG is a strong reducing agent and plays an important role in providing 

monodisperse fine Fe3O4 nanoparticles against agglomeration. NaCit and NaAc are added for 
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electrostatic stabilization to further prevent particle agglomeration and offering assistance in the 

ethylene glycol mediated reduction of FeCl3 to Fe3O4. 

In situ Synthesis of UiO-66@rGO Nanosheets 

The synthesis of UiO-66@rGO nanosheets was carried out following the procedure reported in 

the previous literature.
41,42

 50 mg GO powder was firstly dissolved in 40 mL DMF by 

ultrasonication for 2 h. 1.16 g ZrCl4 and 0.83 g H2BDC were added to the mixed solution of DMF 

with GO followed by stirring for 2 h, and then transferred into a 50 mL Teflon-lined autoclave for 

24, 32, 40, and 48 h under 120 ºC. After cooling down to room temperature, the UiO-66@rGO 

nanosheets were obtained by centrifugation at 6000 rpm for 10 min and washed by DMF and 

methanol repeatedly and activated under vacuum at 60 ºC overnight. 

In situ Synthesis of TiO2@rGO Nanosheets 

TiO2@rGO nanosheets were synthesized by a similar solvothermal method.
43

 First, 50 mg GO 

was dispersed in the mixture of ethanol/water (4:1 v/v) followed by ultrasonication for 20 min. 

Then, 0.1 g TEOT was added into the resulting GO dispersion with constant stirring for 1 h. After 

that, 1 mL HNO3 was added slowly to the above solution and the mixture was then transferred into 

a 50 mL Teflon-lined autoclave at 180 ºC for 24 h. After it was cooled to room temperature 

naturally, the as-synthesized TiO2@rGO nanosheets were also centrifuged and washed with ethanol 

and deionized water several times, and then dried at 60 ºC in vacuum overnight. 

Membrane Fabrication 

The as-synthesized NPs@rGO nanosheets were assembled into separation layer on inner 

surface of ceramic tube via a facile filtration-disposition process.
17,18

 Briefly, a certain amount of 

as-synthesized NPs@rGO nanosheets was dissolved in water with ultrasonication, and the resulting 

NPs@rGO dispersion was deposited on inner surface of the ceramic tube to form the separation 

layer driven by pressured nitrogen at 2 bar using a self-designed filtration device, and then dried 

and solidified overnight at 40 ºC in vacuum before use. 

Characterization 
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X-ray diffractometry (XRD, model D8 Advance, Bruker, Germany) was analyzed to study the 

crystalline structures of the samples, and Fourier transform infrared (FTIR, AVATAR-FT-IR-360, 

Thermo Nicolet, USA) spectra was used to characterized the functionalized groups on nanosheets. 

The microstructure of the carbon materials was investigated by a Raman spectroscopy (LabRAM 

HR, HORIBA, France). X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS, Thermo ESCALAB 250, USA) 

were recorded in order to further investigate the elemental composition and chemical structure of 

the samples. Thermogravimetric analyses of the samples were performed on TGA (STA449F3, 

Netzsch, Germany). 

The morphological characteristics of the materials were imaged by field emission scanning 

electron microscope (FESEM, S4800, Hitachi, Japan) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM, 

JEM-2100F, Japan Electron Optics Laboratory Co., LTD, Japan). The interfacial mechanical 

strength of the membranes was measured with nanoindentation technique in the scratch test (Nano-

Test Vantage, Micro Materials, UK). 

UV-Vis spectrometer (Lambda 950, Perkin Elmer, USA) was used to determine the 

concentrations of the dyes and organic molecules in the permeate and feed solutions. 

Concentrations of heavy metal ions in the aqueous solution were obtained using inductively coupled 

plasma atomic emission spectrometry (ICP-AES, Optima 2000 DV, USA). 

Membrane Performance Evaluation 

The membrane separation performance evaluation was conducted with a self-designed 

filtration device driven by nitrogen gas, which was the same as the membrane fabrication device. 

The water permeance J (L m
-2 

h
-1 

bar
-1

) and rejection ratios R (%) were calculated according to the 

equations below. 

J=V/(A×t×P)           (1) 

R=(1-cp/cf )×100%         (2) 
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where V is the volume of permeate collected (L), A is the membrane effective area (m
2
), t is the 

permeation time (h), P is the operation pressure (bar), cp and cf are the concentrations of the 

permeate and feed solution respectively. 

The water permeance and rejection ratios were obtained after 2 h of filtration when the system 

went stable. The separation performance of the membranes were evaluated with organic dye: 

rhodamine B (RhB), and endocrine disruptor: bisphenol A (BPA) at the feed concentration of 50 

ppm, and heavy metal ions (CuSO4, CdSO4, MnSO4, CoSO4) at the feed concentration of 10 mM. 

Each data was obtained by a fresh membrane sample to avoid the interaction of the different organic 

molecules and ions. The effective area of the membrane was 12.6 cm
2
. Concentrations of RhB and 

BPA were determined by UV-Vis spectrometer, and inductively coupled plasma atomic emission 

spectrometry (ICP-AES) was employed to measure the concentrations of heavy metal ions. 

The membrane stability was confirmed by the steady membrane performance in cross-flow 

conditions using an in-house made membrane cross-flow testing device. Ceramic tube with 

membrane on the inner surface was mounted into tube component and sealed by rubber O-rings on 

both end of the support. A constant-flux pump (LC3000, Beijing Tong Heng Innovation 

Technology Co., Ltd., China) was utilized to pump feed solution into the membrane module at a 

cross-flow rate of 50 mL min
-1

. The evaluation process and calculation method were the same as 

mentioned above. 

 

Results and Discussion 

Physicochemical Properties and Microstructural Characteristics 

Fe3O4 NPs were chosen to inhibit the restacking of the rGO nanosheets and create 

nanochannels to facilitate water transport. The rigid NPs can also act as anchors to interact with 

adjacent rGO nanosheets so as to reinforce the membrane stability.
35

 We used a facile solvothermal 

method to guide an in situ growth of Fe3O4 on rGO nanosheets with starting materials of 

FeCl3·6H2O and GO.
40

 Positive Fe
3+

 ions firstly attach to the surface of negatively charged GO 
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nanosheets by electrostatic interaction and then serve as nucleation precursors. During the 

solvothermal reaction, Fe3O4 NPs are in situ grown on the carbon basal planes and meanwhile GO is 

partially reduced as rGO. It was confirmed by XRD, FTIR, Raman and XPS analyses. As shown in 

Figure 2a, the diffraction peaks of Fe3O4@rGO nanosheets shows good agreement with that of 

Fe3O4 over the 2θ range of 20-70º, and matches well with the magnetite structure (JCPDS No. 19-

0629). The disappeared peak of GO in XRD pattern of Fe3O4@rGO can be explained by less 

aggregation of the GO nanosheets as a result of the in situ growth of Fe3O4 nanoparticles.
44

 In the 

FTIR spectrum of Fe3O4@rGO nanosheets (Figure 2b), the stretching vibrations of those oxygen-

containing functional groups are weakened, implying the partial reduction of GO. Moreover, the 

stretching vibration of Fe-O in Fe3O4 is obtained at the higher wavenumbers of 755 cm
-1

 compared 

to that of 580 cm
-1

 reported for the bulk Fe3O4, which is believed to be the influence of Fe3O4 

bounding with –COO
-
 groups on GO nanosheets.

45
 The Raman spectra (Figure 2c) demonstrate two 

characteristic peaks at 1360 and 1595 cm
-1

, corresponding to the D and G bands, respectively. The 

almost consistent Raman intensity ratios of D and G bands (ID/IG) in GO and Fe3O4@rGO confirm 

the unchanged microstructure of the 2D nanosheets after in situ growth of Fe3O4.
46

 More 

information about elemental composition and chemical structure can be obtained from XPS 

characterization. As calculated from the XPS data, the C/O ratio of Fe3O4@rGO increases from 1.9 

to 3.1 (Figure 2d), also suggesting the partial reduction of GO. The Fe 2p spectrum in Figure 2e 

exhibits the binding energies of the Fe
2+

 2p3/2 and Fe
3+

 2p3/2 states located at 711.3 and 714.0 eV, 

again confirming the presence of Fe3O4. The O 1s XPS analysis (Figure 2f) further gives evidence 

to the coordination between Fe
3+

 and oxygen-containing groups on GO. A distinct peak is observed 

at 532.0 eV, which is presumably attributed to the formation of Fe-O-C bond.
47

 

 

Figure 2. a) XRD patterns, b) FTIR spectra, c) Raman spectra and d)XPS survey scans of GO and 

Fe3O4@rGO nanosheets; XPS e) Fe 2p and f) O 1s spectra of Fe3O4@rGO nanosheets. 
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The morphology of as-synthesized Fe3O4@rGO nanosheets was examined by TEM. As can be 

seen from Figure 3a, Fe3O4@rGO nanosheets shows a sheet-like structure without restacking, and 

Fe3O4 spheres with average size of 200 nm are closely attached on rGO nanosheets. The solution 

containing Fe3O4@rGO nanosheets was deposited on inner surface of a commercial ceramic tube 

with average pore size of 200 nm (Figure S3, Supporting Information). A Fe3O4@rGO separation 

layer with tight and ordered laminar structure can form via the facile filtration process according to 

our previous work.
17-19,37,47

 The surface SEM image of as-prepared membrane in Figure 3b displays 

uniform distribution of in situ grown Fe3O4 NPs, with nanoscale wrinkles and wave-like ripples. 

Figure 3c is a photograph of the membrane, showing a dark brown Fe3O4@rGO layer uniformly 

deposited on inner surface of ceramic tube. The cross-section SEM image in Figure 3d shows that a 

laminate layer is firmly adhered on top of the porous ZrO2/Al2O3 support layer. 

 

Figure 3. a) TEM image of Fe3O4@rGO nanosheets; b) SEM surface, c) photographs (blank part of 

the inner surface is covered by sealing epoxy) and d) SEM cross-section of Fe3O4@rGO membrane 

deposited on inner surface of a ceramic tube. 

To highlight the microstructural characteristics of our Fe3O4@rGO membrane, the pristine 

rGO membrane was prepared for comparison. In addition, the well-known intercalation strategy
30-36

 

was also employed to fabricate a Fe3O4-intercalated rGO (denoted as Fe3O4-rGO) membrane by 

mixing Fe3O4 NPs with rGO dispersion as the filtration solution. The schematic and the enlarged 

SEM images of the membrane cross-sections are compared in Figure 4a-f. As expected, the pristine 

rGO membrane without intercalation exhibits a compacted laminar structure. The Fe3O4-rGO 

membrane appears uneven incorporation and reveals obvious local agglomeration of Fe3O4 NPs, 

giving rise to the disruption of stacking structure and unselective defects. On the contrary, from the 

SEM cross-sectional view of our Fe3O4@rGO membrane, we can clearly find a well-packed layer-

by-layer architecture consisting of Fe3O4@rGO nanosheets, in which the Fe3O4 NPs are uniformly 

anchored on the few-layered rGO laminates, without disturbing the original laminar structure. 
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Figure 4. Schematic diagrams and SEM images of cross-sectional morphology of a, d) rGO; b, e) 

Fe3O4-rGO; and c, f) Fe3O4@rGO membranes; g) Water permeance and rejection of rGO, Fe3O4-

rGO, and Fe3O4@rGO membranes; h) Water permeance of NPs@rGO membranes using non-

porous NPs (Fe3O4, TiO2) or porous NPs (UiO-66) with different particle size. (Feed: 50 ppm RhB; 

Pressure: 2 bar; Temperature: 25 ºC). 

Nanofiltration Performance 

Nanofiltration experiment demonstrates that the transport properties of the rGO membranes 

can be manipulated by controllable integration with Fe3O4 NPs. As shown in Figure 4g, the dense-

stacked pristine rGO membrane has an expected low water permeance of 3.36 L m
-2

 h
-1

 bar
-1

 with 

Rhodamine B (RhB) rejection of 99.44%. By intercalating Fe3O4 NPs, the water permeance is 

improved to 20.5 L m
-2

 h
-1

 bar
-1

, but the rejection is significantly reduced to 80.13%. It suggests that 

the introduced Fe3O4 NPs can allow more molecules permeate through GO laminates. However, the 

uncontrollable and uneven intercalation that directly mixes Fe3O4 NPs and rGO nanosheets disturbs 

the ordered stacking structure of rGO, resulting in dramatically decreased selectivity in the Fe3O4-

rGO membrane. In contrast, the Fe3O4@rGO membrane almost keeps the high RhB rejection, 

which is determined by UV-vis analsis and clearly visualized through the color variation of the feed 

and permeate solutions as demonstrated in Figure S4 (Supporting Information). More importantly, 

it shows a highly-improved water permeance of 296.03 L m
-2

 h
-1

 bar
-1

, which is 2 orders of 

magnitudes higher than that of pristine rGO membrane. We speculate that the uniformly grown 

Fe3O4 NPs on rGO nanosheets can expand and hold the transport nanochannels within the 

membrane. Meanwhile, additional defects or disorders are rarely involved during the synthesis and 

assembly of Fe3O4@rGO nanosheets, as comfirmed by the results in Raman spectra (Figure 2c).
45

 

Hence, the molecular sieving is normally functioned through the slit-like pores and/or interlayer 

spacing of the few-layered rGO laminates (Figure 1b).
17

 A plausible explanation to the above 

distinct structure and outstanding performance of Fe3O4@rGO membrane is that the in situ growth 
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of Fe3O4 NPs onto GO surface largely obliterates the agglomeration of Fe3O4 in the membrane 

owing to the coordination between Fe
3+

 and oxygen-containing groups on GO. As discussed abrove, 

the binding between Fe3O4 NPs and rGO nanosheets comfirmed by FTIR and XPS characterizations 

(Figure 2b,f) guides the uniformed distribution of NPs and preserves the 2D in-plane orderliness of 

rGO stacks, which is responsibale for the highly-improved nanofiltration performance. 

Further study found that varying particle size and growth density of Fe3O4 can generate 

nanochannels of different sizes to facilitate water transport, and therefore, can easily tune the 

membranes permeance. The particle size is controlled by the additive amount of reactants during 

solvothermal synthesis (100-200 nm, Figure S5, Supporting Information), and the growth density of 

the Fe3O4 on GO is controllable by altering the starting Fe
3+

 concentration (41.6-80.5 wt%, 

calculated by TGA, Figure S6, Supporting Information). As shown in Figure 4h and Table S1 

(Supporting Information), it’s interesting to see that the water permeance is almost linearly 

improved by increasing the Fe3O4-particle size. Since the solvothermal could hardly produce 

smaller Fe3O4 particles,
40

 we decided to prepare an analogue by in situ synthesizing smaller TiO2 

NPs on GO nanosheets (Figure S9, Supporting Information). The NPs@rGO membrane with 20 nm 

TiO2 NPs exhibits 9 times lower water permeance than that with 200 nm Fe3O4 NPs, again showing 

a good linearity between permeance and particle size, regardless of the particle type. It confirms our 

above-mentioned speculation that the NPs-expanded nanochannels mainly contribute to the 

improved water permeance. Additionally, membrane with a moderate density of Fe3O4 growth (60.9 

wt% Fe3O4@rGO) produces the best performance because a certain amount of Fe3O4 NPs can fully 

sustain GO nanosheets and broaden the interlayer channels without the partial confusion caused by 

NPs agglomeration. 

As an essential process with separation capability between ultrafiltration and reverse osmosis, 

nanofiltration is widely used to separate solutes (e.g., organic matters, multivalent ions) based on a 

complex mechanism mainly including steric hindrance and electrostatic effect.
48

 We fully evaluated 

the separation performance of the optimized Fe3O4@rGO membrane by filtrating various molecules 
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and ions, including organic dyes (RhB, MO, MB), endocrine-disrupting chemicals (BPA) and 

heavy metal ions (Cu
2+

, Cd
2+

, Mn
2+

, Co
2+

), as summarized in Figure 5. 

 

Figure 5. a) Fe3O4@rGO membrane nanofiltration performance of organic dyes; b) cycle test in 

BPA removal; c) effect of pH on zeta potential of Fe3O4@rGO and heavy metal ions (Cu
2+

, Cd
2+

) 

rejections. (Feed: 50 ppm organic matters and 10 mM ions; Pressure: 2 bar; Temperature: 25 ºC). 

Removal of certain organic pollutants through eco-friendly techniques has become an 

important issue in the fields of environmentology. In particular, dyes are main organic pollutant 

compound from the industrial dyeing wastewater.
49

 In the organic dyes removal tests, we chose 

three typical organic dyes with different charge properties and various molecular weights. MO 

(327.33 Da) is a negatively charged molecule while MB (373.90 Da) is positively charged, and RhB 

(479.02 Da) is an eletroneutral molecule. The rejection rates of the NPs@rGO membrane (60.9 wt% 

Fe3O4(200)@rGO) for all of them were larger than 95%. The retention for negatively charged MO 

was found lower than MB and RhB because of its smallest molecular size, and the retention 

sequence of the organic dyes followed the order of their molecular weights (Figure 5a), suggesting a 

size exclusion characteristic
40,44

 of the NPs@rGO membrane.  

BPA is a typical endocrine-disrupting chemicals, which can affect the growth and reproduction 

of many species even at very low concentrations.
50

 GO material exhibits very high separation 

capacity for BPA due to its large specific surface area and a variety of oxygenated functional groups. 

Hence, we carried out the cycle tests with BPA, and the membrane performance was recovered by a 

simple solvent cleaning using methanol and deionized water. As a result, the Fe3O4@rGO 

membrane can effectively remove BPA from water for at least 6 cycles (Figure 5b). 

The separation capability for organic molecules is mainly on the basis of molecular sieving 

effect. In the case of heavy metal ions, the electrostatic repulsion and coordination interaction are 

supposed to be responsible for the selective ion permeation properties.
51

 pH of the feed solution is 

regarded as the most important parameter governing the heavy metal ions retention because of its 
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influences on the solution chemistry environment and the surface charge of the membrane. Figure 

5c displayed the effect of pH on zeta potential of Fe3O4@rGO and rejections of membrane against 

Cu
2+

 and Cd
2+

 solutions. When the pH value less than 6, the low rejections are ascribed to the 

competition of heavy metal ions with hydrogen ions, which can be explained that an excess of 

hydrogen ions tends to occupy the surface active sites at low pH. With the increase of pH from 3 to 

7, ion rejections increased greatly owing to the enhancement of ion adsorption and electrostatic 

repulsion towards anions, and metal ions started to hydrolyze at higher pH values. As a result, the 

heavy metal ions rejections reached a maximum at around pH 8 (99.81% of Cu
2+

, 98.59% of Cd
2+

). 

Relative lower selectivity for Mn
2+

 and Co
2+

 (Table S2, Supporting Information) is due to their 

weak interactions with GO, which agrees with previous study.
51 

Structural Stability 

To pursue practical application, we tested the membrane structural stability under high 

pressure and cross-flow feed that is faced in real-world operation.
21,22,35

 As given in Figure 6a, the 

water permeance of rGO membrane is maintained under low-pressure of 1-5 bar, while sharply 

declines to 50% under higher pressure. It is ascribed to the pressure-induced shrinkage of 

nanochannels held by oxygen-containing groups on GO nanosheets, which was also reported 

previously.
31,52 

Instead, the ultrahigh water permeance of the Fe3O4@rGO membrane keeps constant 

over the whole pressure range, only loses 5% even at the highest pressure of 15 bar. The rigid Fe3O4 

NPs are believed to prevent the collapse of nanochannels against compressive stress. 

 

Figure 6. Water permeance and RhB rejection of rGO and Fe3O4@rGO membranes under a) feed 

pressures from 1 to 15 bar and b) dead-end/cross-flow operation (for Fe3O4@rGO membrane only). 

(Feed: 50 ppm RhB; Pressure: 2 bar; Temperature: 25 ºC). 

Cross-flow separation technology has been widely employed in real industrial process, taking 

its advantages of continuous operation and improved efficiency.
53

 However, the tangential motion 

of the fluid will cause a shear stress on membrane surface, demanding for sufficient membrane 
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stability. Unfortunately, it has been shown that the GO membranes are unstable in water induced by 

the strong hydration forces from water-GO hydrogen bonding, as well as the electrostatic repulsion 

among negatively charged GO.
24

 Even for the partially reduced GO membrane (pristine rGO), we 

found it cannot survive under cross-flow feed: the rGO nanosheets were detached within several 

minutes. In our NPs@rGO design, however, the in situ grown Fe3O4 NPs act as anchors to 

interconnect with the adjacent GO nanosheets, and the created Fe-O-C bonds highly reinforce the 

structural stability. As a result, over long-operating time our Fe3O4@rGO membrane still keeps 

very high and stable performance in the cross-flow nanofiltration process, consisting with the dead-

end filtration result (Figure 6b). Such practical stability of Fe3O4@rGO membrane is considered 

superior to most reported graphene-based membranes whose stability was tested under low-pressure 

dead-end filtration, or only soaked in water without real filtration process.
23,24,35 

The extra “self-

crosslinking” benefit of our NPs@rGO architecture overcomes the complicated procedures and 

significantly decreased performance of conventional crosslinking methods.  

The excellent mechanical property of our Fe3O4@rGO membrane is also demonstrated by a 

nano-scratch test, which moves sample perpendicular to the scratch probe to determine interfacial 

adhesion strength through delamination caused by the accumulation of interfacial shear stress 

(Figure S7, Supporting Information).
54

 As illustrated in SEM images of scratch morphologies in 

Figure 7a, there are two clear different regions and large cracking formed with membrane layer 

peeling off at the second region. The transition point of Fe3O4@rGO membrane is at scan 

displacement of 151 µm, which is larger than that of pristine GO membrane (98 µm). The load-

displacement curve (Figure 7b) reveals that the corresponding critical loads of pristine GO and 

Fe3O4@rGO membrane are 22.3 and 38.2 mN, respectively, demonstrating that the in situ 

synthesized Fe3O4@rGO nanosheets are in close contact with each other and our Fe3O4@rGO 

membrane has an enhanced mechanical property. 
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Figure 7. a) SEM images of scratch morphologies and b) load-displacement curves of GO and 

Fe3O4@rGO membranes. 

Universality and Performance Comparison 

To further demonstrate the universality of the NPs@rGO approach, we prepared UiO-

66@rGO membrane as another analogue by using the same fabrication method for Fe3O4@rGO and 

TiO2@rGO membranes. It is interesting to identify whether the water transport could be further 

enhanced by utilizing the extra channels of the porous NPs. Benefiting from the porous crystalline 

structure, hydrophilic surface and outstanding water resistance, UiO-66 is attractive for water 

purification applications.
41,42

 The crystal size of the UiO-66 MOF was easily controlled by 

solvothermal time, allowing the UiO-66@rGO membranes with size-tunable nanochannels. As 

shown in Figure 8a,b, the water permeance is significantly and linearly enhanced without 

sacrificing rejection as increasing the NPs size within a certain range (50-200 nm). This result is in 

good agreement with observations in the above-mentioned NPs@rGO membranes (Figure 4h). As 

expected, UiO-66@rGO membranes afford slightly higher permeance of 321 L m
-2

 h
-1

 bar
-1

 

compared with Fe3O4@rGO membranes with same NPs size, because the intrinsic porous UiO-66 

crystal provides additional three-dimensional (3D) nanochannels. 

 

Figure 8. a) TEM images of UiO-66@rGO nanosheets with different synthesis times; b) Water 

permeance and rejection of UiO-66@rGO membranes; c) Photograph of TiO2@rGO membranes 

after filtrating RhB dye solution without (code: A) and with (code: B) UV light irradiation; d) 

Separation performance of TiO2@rGO membrane. (Feed: 50 ppm organic matters and 10 mM ions; 

Pressure: 2 bar; Temperature: 25 ºC). 

Multifunctional potential of the NPs@rGO membrane also features in integrating 

photocatalytic property.
43

 For instance, the TiO2@rGO membrane with 20 nm in situ synthesized 

TiO2 NPs exhibited excellent rejections for various dyes and ions (Figure 8d). Furthermore, the 
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photocatalytic antifouling property of the TiO2@rGO membrane can be clearly seen from the 

photograph of the membranes after filtrating RhB dye solution (Figure 8c). The filtration process 

leaded to obvious accumulation of contaminants on membrane surface (code: A), and the 

intercepted fouling can be efficiently removed with the assistance of photocatalysis technology 

(code: B). 

 

Figure 9. Performance comparison with reported relevant membranes (inorganic
55

, GO
21,22,31,58,59

, 

intercalated GO membranes
34-36,60

) for dyes rejections. 

As compared in Figure 9 and Table S3 (Supporting Information), our NPs@rGO membranes 

exhibit extraordinary high water permeance of ~300 L m
-2

 h
-1

 bar
-1

, which is 5-10 times higher than 

that of the reported GO-based membranes and inorganic membranes, and 1-2 orders of magnitudes 

higher than typical commercial nanofiltration membranes, with comparable rejection 

properties.
21,22,31,34-36,55,58-60

 More importantly, such high performance is well maintained even 

continuously operated under high pressure and cross-flow, which has been rarely achieved for any 

other graphene-based membranes. Additional advantage for practical implementation is that the 

NPs@rGO membranes are fabricated on inner surface of commercial ceramic tubes. This 

achievement effectively prevents the separation layer against handling damage. It also provides a 

scalable strategy for the graphene-based membranes since ceramic tubes can be easily replaced by 

state-of-the-art multi-channels ceramic products
18,37,39

 and the filtration separation system is 

basically shared with the preparation of NPs@rGO separation layer (Figure S1 vs S2, Supporting 

Information).  

 

Conclusion 

In summary, we described a new nanostructured membrane design, in which in situ 

synthesized NPs@rGO building blocks were simply assembled on inner surface of ceramic tube to 
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form a membrane for nanofiltration. The uniform introduction of NPs onto the 2D GO nanosheets 

generated expanded nanochannels and ordered laminar structures. As a result, the NPs@rGO 

membranes exhibited ultrahigh water permeance and excellent rejections for various solutes in 

water, as well as a good stability under high pressure and cross-flow operation. The general concept 

of NPs@rGO membranes was well demonstrated with several kinds of size-tunable NPs, showing 

multifunctional potential such as extra 3D porous structures and photocatalytic antifouling. The 

robust NPs@rGO membrane opens a new door to facile and scalable development of graphene and 

2D materials derived high-performance membranes for water purification. 
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List of Figure Captions 

Figure 1. Illustration of (a) In situ synthesis of NPs@rGO nanosheets, (b) the assembled laminar 

structure of NPs@rGO membrane, and (c) cross-flow nanofiltration of the membrane deposited on 

inner surface of ceramic tube.  

Figure 2. (a) XRD patterns, (b) FTIR spectra, (c) Raman spectra and (d) XPS survey scans of GO 

and Fe3O4@rGO nanosheets; XPS (e) Fe 2p and (f) O 1s spectra of Fe3O4@rGO nanosheets. 

Figure 3. (a) TEM image of Fe3O4@rGO nanosheets; (b) SEM surface, (c) photographs (blank part 

of the inner surface is covered by sealing epoxy) and (d) SEM cross-section of Fe3O4@rGO 

membrane deposited on inner surface of a ceramic tube. 

Figure 4. Schematic diagrams and SEM images of cross-sectional morphology of (a, d) rGO; (b, e) 

Fe3O4-rGO; and (c, f) Fe3O4@rGO membranes; (g) Water permeance and rejection of rGO, Fe3O4-

rGO, and Fe3O4@rGO membranes; (h) Water permeance of NPs@rGO membranes using non-

porous NPs (Fe3O4, TiO2) or porous NPs (UiO-66) with different particle size. (Feed: 50 ppm RhB; 

Pressure: 2 bar; Temperature: 25 ºC). 

Figure 5. (a) Fe3O4@rGO membrane nanofiltration performance of organic dyes; (b) cycle test in 

BPA removal; (c) effect of pH on zeta potential of Fe3O4@rGO and heavy metal ions (Cu
2+

, Cd
2+

) 

rejections. (Feed: 50 ppm organic matters and 10 mM ions; Pressure: 2 bar; Temperature: 25 ºC). 

Figure 6. Water permeance and RhB rejection of rGO and Fe3O4@rGO membranes under (a) feed 

pressures from 1 to 15 bar and (b) dead-end/cross-flow operation (for Fe3O4@rGO membrane only). 

(Feed: 50 ppm RhB; Pressure: 2 bar; Temperature: 25 ºC). 

Figure 7. (a) SEM images of scratch morphologies and (b) load-displacement curves of GO and 

Fe3O4@rGO membranes. 

Figure 8. (a) TEM images of UiO-66@rGO nanosheets with different synthesis times; (b) Water 

permeance and rejection of UiO-66@rGO membranes; (c) Photograph of TiO2@rGO membranes 
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after filtrating RhB dye solution without (code: A) and with (code: B) UV light irradiation; (d) 

Separation performance of TiO2@rGO membrane. (Feed: 50 ppm organic matters and 10 mM ions; 

Pressure: 2 bar; Temperature: 25 ºC). 

Figure 9. Performance comparison with reported relevant membranes (inorganic
55

, GO
21,22,31,58,59

, 

intercalated GO membranes
34-36,60

) for dyes rejections. 
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Figure 1. Illustration of a) In situ synthesis of NPs@rGO nanosheets, b) the assembled laminar structure of 
NPs@rGO membrane, and c) cross-flow nanofiltration of the membrane deposited on inner surface of 

ceramic tube.  
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Figure 2. a) XRD patterns, b) FTIR spectra, c) Raman spectra and d)XPS survey scans of GO and 
Fe3O4@rGO nanosheets; XPS e) Fe 2p and f) O 1s spectra of Fe3O4@rGO nanosheets.  
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Figure 3. a) TEM image of Fe3O4@rGO nanosheets; b) SEM surface, c) photographs (blank part of the inner 
surface is covered by sealing epoxy) and d) SEM cross-section of Fe3O4@rGO membrane deposited on inner 

surface of a ceramic tube.  
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Figure 4. Schematic diagrams and SEM images of cross-sectional morphology of a, d) rGO; b, e) Fe3O4-
rGO; and c, f) Fe3O4@rGO membranes; g) Water permeance and rejection of rGO, Fe3O4-rGO, and 

Fe3O4@rGO membranes; h) Water permeance of NPs@rGO membranes using non-porous NPs (Fe3O4, 
TiO2) or porous NPs (UiO-66) with different particle size. (Feed: 50 ppm RhB; Pressure: 2 bar; 

Temperature: 25 ºC).  
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Figure 5. a) Fe3O4@rGO membrane nanofiltration performance of organic dyes; b) cycle test in BPA 
removal; c) effect of pH on zeta potential of Fe3O4@rGO and heavy metal ions (Cu2+, Cd2+) rejections. 

(Feed: 50 ppm organic matters and 10 mM ions; Pressure: 2 bar; Temperature: 25 ºC).  
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Figure 6. Water permeance and RhB rejection of rGO and Fe3O4@rGO membranes under a) feed pressures 
from 1 to 15 bar and b) dead-end/cross-flow operation (for Fe3O4@rGO membrane only). (Feed: 50 ppm 

RhB; Pressure: 2 bar; Temperature: 25 ºC).  
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Figure 7. a) SEM images of scratch morphologies and b) load-displacement curves of GO and Fe3O4@rGO 
membranes.  
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Figure 8. a) TEM images of UiO-66@rGO nanosheets with different synthesis times; b) Water permeance 
and rejection of UiO-66@rGO membranes; c) Photograph of TiO2@rGO membranes after filtrating RhB dye 
solution without (code: A) and with (code: B) UV light irradiation; d) Separation performance of TiO2@rGO 

membrane. (Feed: 50 ppm organic matters and 10 mM ions; Pressure: 2 bar; Temperature: 25 ºC).  
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Figure 9. Performance comparison with reported relevant membranes (inorganic55, GO21,22,31,58,59, 
intercalated GO membranes34-36,60) for dyes rejections.  
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